JUNE 1, 2023
You have received a mission
Earth is going through rapid changes that jeopardize life as we know it. We need your help!

Robots to the rescue!
How the next generation of ocean robots will help solve the planet's most pressing problems

Solving climate challenges, one innovation at a time
WHOI researchers report progress on projects funded by the Ocean Climate Innovation Accelerator

Image of the week:
Hurricane season begins
WHOI and Air Force Reserve members deploy robotic ALAMO floats to improve forecasting

Dress up for the mission!
Check out WHOI's ocean robots and tech collection! All proceeds go to ocean science

WHOI IN THE NEWS
THE GUARDIAN
'The public wants certainty': why have Americans stopped trusting science?

Wired
Antarctic sea ice is at record lows. Is it an alarming shift?

SCIENCE
At long last, ocean drillers exhume a bounty of rocks from Earth’s mantle

GPB NEWS
Underwater robot deployed to aid endangered right whales

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING →